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When someone needs to go to the book establishments, search store by store, rack by rack, it is extremely
troublesome. This is why we give the book collections in this internet site. It will reduce you to look guide
One Night With A Billionaire (Billionaire Boys Club) By Jessica Clare as you like. By looking the title,
author, or authors of guide you really want, you can locate them rapidly. Around the house, office, or
perhaps in your means can be all ideal place within net links. If you intend to download the One Night With
A Billionaire (Billionaire Boys Club) By Jessica Clare, it is really simple then, due to the fact that now we
proffer the connect to acquire and make offers to download One Night With A Billionaire (Billionaire Boys
Club) By Jessica Clare So simple!

Review
"The relationship is realistic because the love interests share a physical and emotional attraction?" ---Fangs,
Wands & Fairy Dust

From the Author
JOIN JESSICA'S NEW RELEASE LIST AND RECEIVE FREE READS AND COUPONS! Copy and paste
this site address into your browser's address bar: jillmyles.com/newsletter
 
Did you know that Jessica also writes sexy shifter romances as JESSICA SIMS and fun, frisky fantasy as
JILL MYLES? Fill up your TBR pile!
 
Want to connect with Jessica?
*  Site: jessica-clare.com
*  Facebook: facebook.com/AuthorJessicaClare
*  Twitter: twitter.com/_JessicaClare
 
Got opinions? Leave a review!
Please take a moment to chime in as to what you thought about this book! It's not for me - it's for other
readers. Your opinion can help others decide whether or not they want to read it, too. 

About the Author
New York Times bestselling author Jessica Clare writes under three pen names. As Jessica Clare, she writes
erotic contemporary romance. As Jessica Sims, she writes fun, sexy shifter paranormals. Finally, as Jill
Myles, she writes a little bit of everything, from sexy, comedic urban fantasy to zombie fairy tales.

Jillian Macie loves narrating audiobooks, especially racy stories with strong female protagonists. When not
in the recording booth, you can find her running on the trails near her home or chauffeuring her children to
all of their various activities.
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Kylie may be a makeup artist to the stars, but she knows what it feels like to be overshadowed. Especially by
her famous boss, the pop star Daphne. That's why she's stunned-and delighted-when one night at a party, she
attracts the attention of a gorgeous stranger. But when Daphne decides she wants the handsome billionaire
for herself, Cade Archer is suddenly off-limits for Kylie . . . Cade has known Daphne for years, and always
wondered if she might be the right woman for him-even though she never gave him the time of day. But one
sizzling night with Kylie has changed everything. So why is she suddenly avoiding him? Fortunately Cade is
determined to get what he wants, and he'll do anything to show Kylie she can get everything she wants too . .
.Contains mature themes.
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Most helpful customer reviews

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
The Billionaire Meets his Match What a wonderful read...
By April R Symes
***A gifted copy was provided by the author for my honest review****

This is the sixth book in the Billionaire Boys Club. This is Cade Archer's story AND he does not end up with
Daphne . His leading lady for this story is Kylie Daniels-she is a makeup artist who is working for Daphne
on her tour. Kylie is the total opposite of Daphne in every way; she is mistreated by Daphne but she needs
this job to care for her sick grandmother so she takes the abuse .

The night Cade and Kylie meet there is insane attraction, instant chemistry BUT Daphne is in the way. Kylie
and Cade end up having this wild night of passion which turns into something more engaging. There are such
conflicting feelings between them- passion, budding love, guilt over Daphne even though Cade hasn’t dated
her in a while. Cade is actually happy that he has Kylie in his life and is willing to do what he has to keep her
in his life because she brings light back into his life. Kylie is willing to hide their relationship from Daphne
because Cade brings her happiness and he seems to accept her for who she is and her size( she is a BBW)
and doesn’t look down on her.

Kylie has never really known love in her life. Her grandmother was abusive to her before her illness. She
works now to keep her grandmother in a care facility. Before this job, she was months behind on payments to
that care facility with no money to her name and crashing on her friend's couch. Kylie was so desperate and
was willing to take this job and sign the no disclosure clause. Kylie just barely survived her previously
relationship and she knows this relationship with Cade will be the end of her because not only will this
damage her career and her self, but Cade will leave her too.
I was mad that Daphne was brought into this story but when I think about it, I understand why and I am so
glad that Jessica Claire did so. It explained Cade and Daphne’s backstory and rounded out how they end and
gives them closure in order for Cade to move on. Cade was dealing with so much pain from the past, from
the wreckage of what had occurred with Daphne. Now that he has Kylie in his life, he is fighting so hard to
keep what is good in his life. He is still just as sinfully good like in the previous books and I love that he is
finally getting the HEA because he deserves it.

Kylie and Cade had some intense, passionate scenes in this book. There times together were romantic, sweet,
steamy, and times sentimental and wistful. They had to keep their sexy times a secret from Daphne so they
were “doin’ it and doin’ it well “ in secret and it made the sex so explosively hot and heavy and oh so good
that I had to turn the fans on, that it was so good. Things were going so good until …until Daphne found out
and all heck broke loose and the billionaire and makeup artist had to decide was their good thing worth
fighting for. Cade and Kylie is such a wonderful couple and I loved them. I felt for Kylie because I could put
myself in her shoes. She is a regular gal, dealing with body issues and wondering could she be loved for
herself. Cade, even though very very rich, wants to be loved for who HE is, not for his money. Two great
people wanting the one thing- to be loved for themselves. Will they reach for that or will they squander what
they have and let it go?



I think what didn’t work for me was Daphne’s management company having to be the evil in the story and
then also making Daphne the evil as well. I felt like it made things a bit scattered for me. I liked to focus and
make one the really big evil. But overall, this was a fantastic story and I loved all the goings on with this
story.

Do Kylie and Cade get the HEA? Does Daphne ever get her act together? You will have to read to find out.

My rating: 4.8 stars *****

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Cinderella fairy tale
By Sandy S.
ONE NIGHT WITH A BILLIONAIRE is the sixth installment in Jessica Clare’s adult, contemporary
Billionaire Boys Club romance series focusing on a group of self made billionaires (and friends). This is
billionaire investor Cade Archer, and make up artist Kylie Daniels. ONE NIGHT WITH A BILLIONAIRE
can be read as a stand alone. Any important information from previous storylines is imparted where
necessary.

Told from dual third person perspectives ONE NIGHT WITH A BILLIONAIRE follows the building
relationship between Kylie and Cade, and Cade’s crumbling ‘friendship’ with the infamous singer Daphne
Petty. The reader was first introduced to Daphne and her struggling relationship with Cade in book three-
THE WRONG BILLIONAIRE’S BED. Cade Archer has been in love with Daphne since they were children
but Daphne’s drug addiction and questionable lifestyle have forced Cade to get Daphne help on too many
occasions. Enter curvaceous and plump Kylie Daniels-Daphne’s new make up artist-and the woman who
would capture Cade’s heart. After a drunken one-night stand with Kylie, Cade wakes up alone with little
memory about what had happened-the only thing he knows-he wants more from Kylie Daniels.

The relationship is one of mutual attraction although Kylie’s self esteem has been shattered by a past rife
with condescending insults and the loss of her parents. Kylie does not understand Cade’s attraction to her,
and in this, she believes Cade is only filling an empty hole left behind from his attraction and love for
Daphne Petty. The $ex scenes are provocative and steamy. Cade is a man who has fallen in love with Kylie
who believes she is not worthy of a man like Cade. Afraid of losing her job if Daphne discovers her
relationship with Cade, Kylie is not willing to place herself in any further compromising positions. Kylie has
kept secret her family history- a history that now costs every penny Kylie makes.

Our first introduction to Cade (in book three) found a man whose dependency upon his friendship with
Daphne left little to be desired. Here was a man who had fallen in love with his best friend-a friend whose
lifestyle focused on her next drug fix leaving Cade to willingly pick up the pieces when her own family had
written off the addicted star. Sometimes it is better to walk away then to be an enabler; their co-dependent
relationship left a bad taste in this reader’s mouth. But Cade is a changed man. He recognizes that Daphne
will never be the young woman with whom he had previously fallen in love, and in this, Cade is willing to
take the next step and look towards the future with someone else-if only Daphne had gotten the memo.

The secondary and supporting characters include many of Daphne’s assistants, dancers and tour regulars
whose own lives have been less than happy while bending to the whims and wishes of a drug addicted star.
Cade’s billionaire friends make a small appearance at the end of the story, but Cade will reach out to Reese
(The Wrong Billionaire’s Bed #3) when Kylie continues to push Cade away. Although Daphne has yet to get
her happily ever after, perhaps we will see something in Jessica Clare’s spin off series-Billionaires and
Bridesmaid.



ONE NIGHT WITH A BILLIONAIRE is a sexy and wonderful read with texting, panty negotiations, and
supply closet $ex. There are moments of tears and romance; betrayal and pain; falling in love and letting go.
Jessica Clare pulls the reader into a storyline where the heroine is not perfect; she is not a size two but a
woman whose curves call to the man of her heart. The characters are colorful, engaging and charismatic; the
premise a Cinderella fairy tale; the happily ever after a storybook promise.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Loved It! Well written, great characters and smoking HAWT sex!!
By Lorraine Joy
(This is a book 6 but it's a standalone, you can start the series right here, I did)

I have to just begin by saying that I'm surprised by my own self. I didn't think I would be giving this book a 5
star rating when I started it. In fact, right after I figured out that this book had a bbw romance, I put it down
and didn't return to it for months. I'm going to be honest (because why not?), I don't read bbw romance. I'm
here for the fantasy aspect of it all. I don't like to think about my own rolls and fat so I damn sure don't want
to read about a heroine's. That's just not my fantasy. Or at least it wasn't. I liked Jessica Clare's depiction of
the relationship between Kylie and Cade so much that I just got over my bias and enjoyed the book.

All bias and personal neurosis aside, this book had everything that I really love. Kylie is a makeup artist for a
pop star, Daphne. Daphne is the drugged out but long coveted love interest of Cade. When Cade is finally
tired of the strung out antics of the pop princess, he walks away and into (literally) Kylie. Of course Kylie is
employed by Daphne and like every good heroine in desperate need of cash so she can't just quit. Although
Daphne never wanted Cade before, we all know there is nothing like new relationship cologne to attract a
woman to a man. So as soon as Kylie and Cade get involved, Daphne decides that he is in fact her boo.
Shenanigans ensues.

I liked the characterization of Kylie by the author. She really was a fun and caring heroine with a great sense
of humor. You can't help but to root for her to get her HEA. I love the note she left Cade after their first night
together. I also liked that even though Daphne was like a really bad bunion, Kylie still had compassion for
her and her situation.

There were two things about Kylie that did eventually annoy me. First is super petty, I just didn't like Kylie's
physical description....and I'm not talking about weight. I just wasn't in to the retro hair with the red ends or
the drawn on eyebrows, like all of it was giving me a bad visual trip. I told you it was petty but hey, now you
know how I roll. The other more significant thing I didn't like was Kylie's obsession with being a burden. I
totally get how it was an issue for her but it just went on for too long and became repetitive. There are
several pages where I felt like the exact same internal monologue is repeated: 'I don't want to be a burden, I
can never be a burden, I will never be a burden again, repeat.' I know authors have to build some angst into
the plot line but there was a point when it crossed the "eye roll" line because it was like oh c'mon, you're
going to let all this happen because of this crazy hang up?

I loved Cade. He is my perfect alpha, possessive, bossy, buy the world and give it to you on a platinum
platter Hero. Interestingly, even Cade's love for Daphne (that was strictly on a friendship level throughout
the book, no cheating here for those of you who don't read cheating books) endeared him to me. I loved
Cade's pursuit of Kylie and despite my bbw bias, I really ended up with good feelings about a man who is
independent enough to decide what he wants in a woman and damn the torpedoes.

The relationship between Kylie and Cade is sweet and developed through heart felt communication about the
things that are important to them. In other words, you don't walk away from this book asking what was



between the main characters beyond sex. And speaking of SEX, holy smoking panties!!!! I needed a ciggie
several times after reading a few of the scenes in this book. This is some knock your knickers off type ish
and you know i loved every minute of it. There is a scene in a janitors closet and ladies and gentlemen just
hmmmmm! Very good stuff! 6 stars for the sex.

There isn't a lot of information about supporting characters besides Daphne but I liked the text message
interactions with Reese (apparently he was the star of a previous book in the series). Daphne's roommate Star
was also appropriately quirky and fun.

To sum up this book I would say- well written, great characters, smoking hawt sex and fast moving plot.
Even if you are bbw bias like me, I still recommend this book. Indeed, I am eager to fill my Kindle up with
other books by this author. Probably the other ones from this series since this was my first.

ARC provided by publisher

See all 94 customer reviews...
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